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Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Haiti: Key Recent Developments 

December 2021 through May 2022 

 

Since IJDH’s last Human Rights and Rule of Law in Haiti update in December 2021,1 the human rights 
situation has continued to deteriorate. Increased waves of gang violence further impede all aspects of life, 
with incidents of mass violence and kidnappings increasing amid continuing allegations of government 
complicity.2 Chronic impunity, a driver as well as a consequence of the insecurity crisis, persists, as the 
de facto government further undermines the judiciary, dismantles accountability mechanisms, and 
presides over a shrinking of civic space that threatens Haitians’ civil and political rights.3 Millions of 
Haitians are without adequate food or water.4 Access to other core human rights such as healthcare, 
education, and a living wage is extremely and increasingly limited.5 Unlivable conditions and pervasive 
insecurity are driving Haitians to emigrate; those who have sought refuge in the United States and other 
American countries have been subject to mass expulsions under racist,6 illegal policies that violate their 
right to seek asylum.7 Civil society, government officials, and other observers continue to call attention to 
the de facto government’s failure to provide security, ensure basic services, or protect or vindicate the 
rights of Haitians.8 Equivalent concerns were raised during Haiti’s third Universal Periodic Review 
(UPR) in January,9 with the de facto government downplaying some of the challenges the country faces.10  
 
Below, this update details (a) violations of rights to life and security of the person; (b) government abuse, 
including institutionalized violence and corruption; (c) lack of access to justice and chronic impunity; (d) 
lack of equal protections for socially vulnerable individuals, especially women and girls; (e) the collapse 
of economic and social rights; and (f) emigration pressures.   
 
These challenges and abuses are first and foremost the legacy of persistent foreign extractive policies and 
interference – referenced as neocolonial practices throughout the update.11 The acute crisis Haiti faces 
now was further directly precipitated by ten years of misrule by the corrupt Pati Ayisyen Tèt Kale 
(PHTK), for which Prime Minister Ariel Henry is a long-standing operative and political heir.12 As a 
consequence, none of these challenges can be understood or confronted without also tackling the PHTK-
caused governance crisis that has left Haiti without a legitimate government, functioning democratic 
institutions,13 or even elected government officials.14 
 
The international community,  led by the U.S. government, has continued to support Henry after installing 
him as de facto Prime Minister in July 2021, despite a lack of constitutional and popular support for his 
rule.15 Haitians themselves have continued to mobilize for government reform and to protest its misrule, 
despite omnipresent risks to their lives and severe economic challenges.16 One example of this 
mobilization is the “Montana Accord,”17 a political consensus movement with broad support from civil 
society and political groups that were historically at odds but came together to put forward a mechanism 
for government transition and for addressing structural injustices. During the reporting period, the 
Montana group took concrete steps to actualize that transition.18 At the same time, the group has faced 
criticisms for insufficiently including marginalized voices and for undue concessions to the de facto 
regime.19  
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International support for Henry, especially the U.S. State Department’s insistence that any accord include 
his government, undermines Haitians’ self-determination and hobbles civil society initiatives. The support 
hands Henry an effective veto, reducing his incentives to negotiate in good faith or relinquish power 
through elections.20 U.S. support also forces potentially counter-productive power-sharing discussions 
with the PHTK in spite of its role in causing the present crisis.21 Diaspora and civil society groups, as well 
as lawmakers, have been putting pressure on the Biden administration to stop such interference.22 A path 
to genuine democracy and reconciliation will also require that Haiti’s marginalized majority in fact has a 
claim on their government: a social compact of rights, protections, and participation that does not 
currently exist.  

 

Violations of the rights to life and security of the person 

Haiti’s catastrophic insecurity crisis has deepened since IJDH’s last human rights update. Gangs remain 
in control of most of Port-au-Prince and block major arteries for circulation around the country,23 with 
some reports describing an effective state of siege in parts of the capital.24 Mass violence, often as a result 
of intergang warfare, is prevalent and has resulted in large-scale death and displacement.25 Gangs 
continue to use kidnapping as a means of control and a method for acquiring significant funds.26 The 
resulting ubiquitous threat of violence is curtailing every aspect of life in Haiti, forcing closures of critical 
social infrastructure such as hospitals, schools, and courts, and impeding Haitians’ access to their most 
basic rights like food and water.27 There are increasing reports of child recruitment by gangs, sometimes 
by force. An important structural driver of Haiti’s growing gang numbers is the lack of opportunities for 
children and youth in poor areas28 – a consequence of Haiti’s stagnating economy and neocolonial failures 
to invest in education and livelihoods that are further exacerbated by the current crisis.29 The Henry 
regime remains unable or unwilling to address insecurity and its consequences.30 Police lack adequate 
resources to confront gangs effectively.31 Regular and credible indications of government collusion with 
gang members persist.32 Yet, despite dangerous conditions and the government’s own brutal crack-downs 
on protesters,33 Haitians continue to advocate for their rights through demonstrations and call on the 
government to protect their right to life and security.34   

Violence and displacement driven by gang violence 

• According to Guardians for Human Rights, gangs were responsible for at least 295 civilian deaths 
in the first quarter of 2022.35 Port-au-Prince is the epicenter of the violence – at least 250 people 
were killed in the Ouest department, which includes Port-au-Prince, from January to March,36 
with the National Episcopal Commission for Justice and Peace reporting 112 deaths from 
violence in Port-au-Prince in February 2022 alone.37  

• The 400 Mawozo gang and, to a lesser extent, the G-9 an Fanmi gang alliance (G-9), dominated 
accounts of brutal attacks on civilians during the reporting period.38 A territorial dispute between 
400 Mawozo and G-9 member Chen Mechan39 in Croix-des-Bouquets40 resulted in intense 
fighting that lasted for at least two weeks41 and killed at least 188 people.42 Gang members 
employed particularly horrific methods, with survivors reporting decapitations, people set on fire, 
mutilation, and rape.43 The gangs also destroyed infrastructure, blocked roads – including key 
escape routes – and burned houses.44 The violence displaced over 9,000 residents.45 Those who 
were displaced by the violence are now living in makeshift shelters with limited access to 
humanitarian assistance and are vulnerable to exploitation.46  

• A report by the National Network for the Defense of Human Rights (RNDDH) on the violence 
revealed that authorities failed to intervene in a timely or effective manner.47 Residents and 
advocates pointed to the authorities’ delayed response as evidence of the government’s failure to 
respond effectively or even to take the bloodshed seriously.48  

• The violence in Croix-des-Bouquets is reminiscent of the massacre that took place in Martissant 
in June 2021, which displaced approximately 19,000 people.49 Many of those displaced are still 
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living in makeshift camps today, with limited access to basic necessities and at elevated risk of 
sexual and other violence.50 The government’s delayed response to the Martissant massacre and 
the lack of accountability since is yet another example of its failure to prioritize Haitians’ rights to 
life and security.51  

• Gangs have been increasingly vying for territory as they seek to expand their political influence.52 
Another territorial dispute between armed gang members in Cité Soleil from May 2 to May 5 
resulted in at least 20 deaths.53 Ten others were killed in another territorial dispute in Mariani on 
March 4.54  

• Insecurity hangs over the lives of most Haitians, preventing access to basic rights and quality of 
life.55 Violence has forced the closure of a number of health centers, impacting Haitians’ right to 
healthcare.56 This impact is felt disproportionately by women, who are particularly vulnerable to 
gang violence and already lack access to specialized healthcare.57 Gangs still maintain effective 
control over Martissant58 and have cut off critical access between Port-au-Prince and the south of 
Haiti,59 severely impacting the movement of people and critical goods like fuel and food.60 
Civilians have been forced to travel by air or sea to avoid being targeted by gang members on the 
roads, putting those without the means to do so – i.e. the vast majority of Haitians – at even 
greater risk or leaving them unable to exercise their rights to freedom of movement.61 Haitians’ 
rights to food, water, and education are also impacted: UNICEF reported nearly 1,700 school 
closures in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area as a result of gang violence in late April,62 and 
the Office for the Protection of the Citizen (OPC) reported additional closures of hospitals and 
markets in Croix-des-Bouquets in early May.63 People who have been internally displaced by 
violence have even greater difficulty accessing basic necessities like food, water, and shelter.64  

• Insecurity also plays a significant role in Haiti’s economic downturn,65 as gangs’ control of 
critical transportation routes and infrastructure around Port-au-Prince66 impedes commerce and 
freedom of movement.67  

• Haiti’s deteriorating economic landscape is a principal driver of gang violence, as young men and 
boys without economic opportunities see joining a gang as their only option for survival.68  

• The Henry regime remains unwilling and unable to address the pervasive violence and its 
consequences, or to offer meaningful protections to the affected population.69 Human rights and 
media reports document the government’s collusion with gang members,70 with the Haitian state 
allegedly “the largest supplier of weapons and ammunition” to armed gangs.71 RNDDH executive 
director Pierre Espérance has specifically accused de facto Prime Minister Henry of maintaining 
close relations with gang members and even financing them.72 

• Police remain severely under-resourced, particularly in comparison with Haiti’s gangs, leaving 
them unable to effectively confront gang violence.73 The spokesperson of the National Union of 
Haitian Police Officers questioned the ability of the police to respond to gang violence and 
criticized the government’s failure to adequately arm and train officers.74 Although acting 
Director-General of the Haitian National Police (PNH) Frantz Elbé has claimed significant 
progress in terms of security over the past six months,75 Center for Analysis and Research in 
Human Rights (CARDH) reports indicate that the number of kidnappings actually increased 
during that period.76 Meanwhile, UN officials cite the PNH’s inability to curb the violence as a 
major hurdle to establishing security in the country.77   

• The pervasive insecurity has resulted in protests against the government’s complicity and failures 
to protect.78 In addition to general protests, trade unionists and hospital workers have been 
demonstrating since March to denounce the government’s failure to protect workers from 
kidnappings and other violence.79  

Continuing kidnapping epidemic 

• Haiti continues to have the highest rate of kidnappings per capita in the world.80 CARDH 
reported 225 kidnappings in the first quarter of 2022 – nearly 100 more than during that same 
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time period in 2021.81 In that same update, CARDH reported that there were 1,009 kidnappings in 
2021; December had the highest rate, with 166 kidnappings.82 

• Gangs continue to kidnap civilians from different sectors of the population.83 For example, within 
one week in late April and early May gangs kidnapped twelve people, including businessmen, 
children, government officials, students, and a Dominican embassy official.84 The kidnappings of 
several medical professionals triggered hospital closures and strikes by healthcare workers, 
critically impacting access to healthcare.85 Kidnappers have increasingly been targeting both 
private and public transportation, including buses and personal cars, impacting people’s freedom 
of movement.86 Gangs often demand huge sums of money as ransom, making kidnapping a 
primary means of income generation that enables further gang activity.87  

• The vast majority of those being kidnapped are Haitians.88 International media has nevertheless 
dedicated a disproportionate amount of attention to kidnappings of foreign citizens.89   

• The government remains unable and unwilling to curb the kidnapping epidemic,90 despite 
continued promises to restore safety.91 Credible allegations of government complicity in 
kidnappings persist – for example, in January, three police officers were arrested for involvement 
in the kidnapping of a man in La Victoire.92   

Government abuse and failure to protect human rights defenders, including journalists 

• The government continues to fail to protect human rights defenders, including journalists, from 
threats by gang members,93 and is itself often complicit in these threats.94 Several human rights 
defenders have been forced to flee Haiti as a consequence.  

• In February, RNDDH documented death threats by former President Michel Martelly against its 
Executive Director, Pierre Espérance.95 Espérance and his colleagues also reported receiving 
death threats from former director general of the Ministry of the Interior Fednel Monchéry96 as 
well as by members of the Eskwad Demokratic and Krache Dife gangs in March.97  

• As previously reported, human rights defenders Emmanuela Douyon and Pascale Solages left 
Haiti for the United States in 2021. Due to persistent threats against them, they remain unable to 
return to Haiti due to personal risk.98 Solages and the staff of her feminist organization, Nègès 
Mawon, are still receiving threats, which have paralyzed their work on behalf of women and girls 
in Haiti. Solages is also having to relocate her family. Police have failed to help. These 
experiences are representative of the risks facing human rights defenders. In combination with 
government failures to protect its citizens, the result is a continued shrinking of civic space in 
Haiti and severe impediments to human rights protections and advancement.  

• Freedom of the press in Haiti remains in jeopardy.99 In May, the Committee to Protect Journalists 
and the Inter-American Press Association both called Haiti the most dangerous country for 
journalists in the Western Hemisphere.100   

• On January 6, 2022, gang members brutally killed two journalists, John Wesley Amady and 
Wilguens Louissaint, who were investigating the murder of a PNH divisional inspector by armed 
men.101 Wilmann Vil, a journalist and the only survivor of the massacre that killed Amady and 
Louissaint, was forced to flee Haiti due to threats against his life.102 This is yet another example 
of the Henry regime’s inability or unwillingness to protect human rights defenders and an 
illustration of how insecurity is choking off Haitian freedoms of expression and access to critical 
public information. The government is also sometimes directly responsible: police officers killed 
a third journalist, Maxiben Lazarre, on February 23 while he was covering a garment workers 
protest in Port-au-Prince.103 

• Gangs also target judicial actors, including lawyers and judges104 – at least seven lawyers were 
kidnapped by armed gangs in February 2022 alone,105 and judges are subject to persistent threats 
and intimidation.106 The government’s consistent failure to protect judicial actors from threats and 
violence has contributed profoundly to the dysfunction of the justice sector.107 
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• Impunity has persisted for individuals who attack and threaten human rights defenders, with no 
known progress in the investigations into the deaths of several prominent human rights activists 
and journalists, including Diego Charles, Antoinette Duclaire, and Vladimir Legagneur.108  

Government misconduct, including institutionalized violence and corruption  

Government corruption at the highest level remains a mainstay of de facto Prime Minister Henry’s 
regime, which has continued the PHTK trend of using access to power to extract resources from 
Haitians.109 The de facto government, which lacks a constitutional mandate to govern,110 has continued to 
violate Haitians’ rights by impeding democratic processes. As discussed above, the government 
fundamentally fails to protect citizens from violence and insecurity, instead sometimes using the police as 
weapons and colluding with gangs to suppress dissent and consolidate power.111 Anti-government protests 
have consistently been met with police brutality and excessive force, leaving civilians with nowhere to 
turn for protection.112  

• Henry, whose de facto government is operating in the absence of institutions needed for 
democratic governance, has continued his campaign, begun in October 2021, to reestablish the 
Provisional Electoral College (CEP) – which he dismantled in September 2021113 – even though 
the above-described conditions on the ground make it impossible to hold elections that are free, 
fair, credible, and safe.114 Meanwhile, he has impeded democratic progress by repeatedly refusing 
to engage with civil society and the Haitian Senate to work toward a solution to the political 
crisis.115  

• Particularly notable examples of the government abuse that pervades Henry’s administration are 
the allegations of his own involvement in the assassination of former President Jovenel Moïse and 
his efforts to impede the investigation (see further below), all left without adequate response.116  

• High-ranking government officials continue to be involved in credible allegations of corruption 
and embezzlement. Two former directors general of the National Telecommunications Council, 
Léon Jean Marie Guillaume and Jean Marie Altéma, are being investigated for embezzling funds 
in the early 2010s from the Free and Compulsory Universal Schooling Program, (PSUGO) which 
subsidizes school fees for first and second graders.117 Former Presidents Michel Martelly and 
Jocelerme Privert are currently being sued in U.S. federal court for their involvement in a 
separate PSUGO embezzlement scheme.118 A scandal of theft and embezzlement has embroiled 
the National Identification Office under the Henry government.119  

• Two Haitian consulates in the United States were audited this year following allegations that 
embassy and consulate employees embezzled millions of dollars in passport fees.120  

• As discussed above, there are numerous allegations of the government funding and arming gang 
members.121 Observers on the ground likewise report on collusion between gangs and Haiti’s 
business elite – who hold significant political power. Meanwhile, investigations into the 
assassination of former President Moïse brought to light the long-time involvement of Justice 
Minister Berto Dorcé, former President Michel Martelly, and prominent businessman Charles 
Saint-Rémy with drug trafficking in Haiti.122 

• Police continued to use excessive force against civilians, particularly in the context of anti-
government demonstrations, using tear gas, throwing rocks, and shooting at protesters.123 General 
insecurity and the government’s failure to protect protesters makes it extremely difficult for 
Haitians to exercise their civil rights; police brutality and government repression of protesters has 
further shrunk that civic space. 

Lack of access to justice and chronic impunity  

The Henry administration has continued dismantling Haiti’s judiciary and accountability mechanisms, 
rendering the judiciary unable to provide justice, accountability, and due process of law to Haitians.124 
Such executive interference, along with corruption, has resulted in persistent impunity for grave human 
rights violations and violent crimes,125 which is in turn a driver of insecurity – and thus further disruptions 
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to governance. The failures of the Moïse investigation, particularly in light of credible allegations of 
complicity by government officials, including Henry himself, are a salient illustration.126 Addressing these 
challenges is fundamentally dependent on re-establishing a legitimate, democratic government committed 
to safeguarding Haitians’ rights.  

Justice sector dysfunction and denial of due process 

• Courts are barely functioning. Haiti’s highest court has lacked a quorum since February, with 
only three judges out of the mandated twelve currently on the bench.127 Meanwhile, going to 
court has become so dangerous due to general insecurity that in one tribunal, no cases were heard 
for months.128 In March, the Port-au-Prince Bar Association asked the government to relocate the 
Port-au-Prince courthouse to a safer location after several attacks in the area over the last few 
years, including the murder of a bailiff by armed men in 2019.129 Judicial personnel, including 
lawyers, clerks, and judges, have expressed repeated concerns for their safety given the general 
insecurity in Port-au-Prince and have criticized the Henry regime’s failure to protect them.130  

• Henry’s renewal of 58 judicial mandates on March 18 was met with concern from judicial actors 
and human rights organizations that the renewals were extra-constitutional.131  

• Theft of evidence from courthouses and other government offices continues to be a serious, 
unaddressed problem. Items were stolen from the offices of at least five investigating judges and 
six deputy government commissioners on May 10.132 This comes less than one month after the 
Senate – located in the same area – was robbed by unidentified individuals, who stole weapons, 
computers, documents, and other items.133 

• The Haitian government continues to starve the judiciary of badly needed resources. An RNDDH 
study, first published in October 2021134 and updated in April 2022, revealed that the judiciary is 
chronically under-resourced, with over 77 percent of courts lacking basic necessities for proper 
functioning, including electricity, toilets, computers, and other critical equipment.135 

• The functioning of the justice sector is further impeded by regular strikes as clerks demand better 
working conditions and increased salaries and benefits.136 Clerks called for a strike on April 12 to 
protest discrimination, inadequate wages, lack of benefits, and unsafe working conditions137 and 
as of May 31, clerks across the country remained out indefinitely.138 

• High rates of prolonged pretrial detention remain a serious violation of human rights arising out 
of Haiti’s dysfunctional judiciary.139 Police arrest more individuals than the judiciary can process, 
while the politicization of the judiciary means that some cases are processed while others 
languish.140 In its response to recommendations offered during Haiti’s January UPR, the de facto 
government claimed that it has taken steps to improve pretrial detention rates,141 but reports 
indicate that at least 85 percent of the prison population is in pretrial detention;142 the real number 
is likely even higher.143  

• Conditions of detention likewise remain deplorable and far below minimum human rights 
standards. Haiti’s prisons remain severely overcrowded.144 Detainees lack access to food, 
sanitation, and healthcare, resulting in malnutrition and the spread of disease.145 In recent weeks, 
the food crisis has intensified, with detainees reporting that they had not been given food or let 
out of their cells for 72 hours.146 In an April 14 letter to the Director of the Prison Administration, 
RNDDH reported that detainees in the prison received food only once per day and were kept in 
their cells all day without access to a shower, in violation of their rights under Haiti’s Internal 
Regulation of Prisons, and that the prison itself was not supplied with electricity.147 RNDDH also 
reported that the Croix-des-Bouquets prison is severely understaffed and under-resourced,148 
making it easier for illicit weapons and drugs to enter the prison and increasing detainees’ 
vulnerability to violence.149 Human rights organizations are concerned that the horrific conditions 
will lead to a prison revolt.150 
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Impunity for human rights abuses and other crimes 

• Haiti’s chronic impunity is largely driven by lack of political will to investigate cases and a 
politicized judiciary.151 Prosecutorial dysfunction also plays a role, with offices operating “in 
complete and total disorder,” according to RNDDH’s Rosy Auguste Ducena.152 

• The murders of several human rights defenders and journalists remain unsolved. There has been 
no progress in the cases of journalist Diego Charles and human rights activist Antoinette 
Duclaire, who were murdered by armed men in July 2021.153 The disappearance of Vladimir 
Legagneur likewise remains unsolved four years on.154   

• Now nearly five years later, there likewise has been virtually no accountability for the 2018 La 
Saline massacre,155 despite calls from Haitians156 and the international community157 for justice. 
Accountability for the other 17 massacres that occurred from 2018 to 2021158 remains equally 
lacking. The government’s failure to respond adequately to this year’s massacres in Croix-des-
Bouquets suggests a concerning continuation of this trend.159 

• Impunity also persists for Haitian government officials involved in the PetroCaribe corruption 
scandal,160 who embezzled over $2 billion – originally intended for social spending – from 
Venezuela’s PetroCaribe project from 2008 to 2016.161 

• The lawyers of the Port-au-Prince Bar continue to demand justice for Monferrier Dorval, the 
former president of the Port-au-Prince Bar Association who was assassinated in August 2020.162 
The investigation, like many others, has been impeded by evidentiary theft and instances of 
judicial intimidation.163 As of the time of writing, the Central Directorate of the Judicial Police 
(DCPJ) has failed to appoint a new judge after the previous one retired due to threats to his 
safety, and the investigation is on hold.164 

• The lack of progress in the investigation into the July 2021 assassination of former President 
Jovenel Moïse is emblematic of the chronic impunity for perpetrators of all forms of human rights 
abuses and other crimes in Haiti.165 

o Several high-level officials have been implicated in the assassination, including de facto 
Prime Minister Henry.166 In August 2021, the top prosecutor, Bed-Ford Claude, released 
an official report revealing connections between Henry and a top suspect in the case and 
requested that Henry appear for questioning.167 Several days later, Henry dismissed 
Claude from office.168 The allegations were echoed by Judge Orélien, who had been 
overseeing the investigation in 2021.169 Other implicated officials include former 
President Michel Martelly, Henry’s Justice Minister Berto Dorcé170 – both close allies of 
Henry171 – and former Haitian Supreme Court judge Wendelle Coq-Thelot.172 

o Although more than 40 individuals have been arrested,173 these arrests, and the 
investigation in Haiti,174 have gone nowhere.175 The investigation was on hold from April 
25 until May 31 because the government failed to renew the mandate of the last 
investigating judge, Merlan Belabre, which expired on April 25,176 and did not appoint a 
new judge, Judge Walter Wesser Voltaire, until May 31.177 This is reflective of the 
complete lack of political will to investigate the assassination, with top officials, 
including de facto Prime Minister Henry, accused of obstructing the investigation by 
multiple law enforcement officials in Haiti.178  

o Allegations of corruption by former investigating Judge Garry Orélien and the 
administration, as well as evidentiary theft and mismanagement,179  have further impeded 
the investigation.180 The government has also fundamentally failed to protect judicial 
actors involved in the investigation from threats181 – two previous investigating judges 
withdrew from the case citing security concerns.182 RNDDH also reported that 
approximately thirty DCPJ investigators assigned to the case have left Haiti since 2021, 
citing persecution.183 

o Both the assassination and the subsequent lack of accountability as outlined above 
embody and result from the combination of factors described in this report, and are 
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critical to understanding how government corruption and interference is working in this 
space.  

Lack of equal rights and protections for socially vulnerable individuals, especially women and girls 

Vulnerable individuals, particularly women and girls, continue to be marginalized in all aspects of life in 
Haiti.184 The government has failed to ensure women’s participation in political and public life, 
particularly as decision-makers; and women and girls remain extremely disadvantaged with respect to 
their economic, social, and political rights.185 The government has consistently failed to prioritize 
women’s safety, including through legislative reform and the provision of legal and social resources.186 
As a result, women are disproportionately impacted by Haiti’s intersecting crises, and are increasingly 
fleeing Haiti alone, with one activist referring to the phenomenon as the “feminization of migration.”187 
Gender-based violence (GBV)1 remains pervasive, and perpetrators operate with virtual impunity.188 The 
practice of using children – mostly girls – as domestic workers known as “restavèks,” persists, increasing 
their vulnerability to sexual and other forms of abuse and rights violations.189 Individuals with other 
intersecting identities subject to social disadvantage, including people with disabilities190 and 
LGBTQIA+191 individuals, are also particularly vulnerable to Haiti’s security, political, and economic 
crises. Despite these challenges, women and other marginalized groups in Haiti continue to emphasize the 
importance of women’s leadership and the need for inclusive engagement and solidarity around these 
issues.192  

• Despite efforts by some political groups, including the Commission for a Haitian Solution to the 
Crisis193 and a new political party called “En Avant”194 to prioritize gender parity in the political 
sphere,195 women’s participation remains abysmally low196 – far below the 30 percent quota 
mandated by the Haitian Constitution.197 They are also systematically excluded from decisions 
around Haiti’s development, despite offering critical perspectives in navigating Haiti’s 
intersecting crises.198  

• Women face higher levels of poverty than men and lack equal access to education and formal 
work opportunities, deepening the gender divide in the long-term.199 Rural women are 
particularly impacted.200  

• Women’s unequal status in society201 and restricted legal rights202 make them especially 
vulnerable to GBV.203 Chronic underreporting – largely due to social stigma and lack of 
recourse204 – makes it difficult to quantify GBV incidence. In January 2022, Global Protection 
Cluster reported that there were an average of 75 victims of sexual and GBV per month between 
June and November 2021.205 The most recent national survey, in October 2020, found that more 
than one in three women have suffered intimate partner violence and 29 percent of women and 
teenage girls are survivors of physical violence.206 Rural and poor women are especially at risk, 
with human rights observers citing poverty as one of the key factors leading to sexual and gender-
based abuse.207 The actual rates of GBV are almost certainly higher than those reported. 

• Gangs target women and girls for special violence.208 According to a February 2022 report by the 
United Nations Integrated Office in Haiti (BINUH), gangs use “sexual violence, rape and sexual 
slavery...to terrorize and assert control over the local population.”209 Women who are internally 
displaced due to gang violence are particularly at risk of sexual abuse and exploitation.210  

• Police and judicial actors are failing in their duty to protect women and girls.211 Lawyers from 
human rights organization Bureau des Avocats Internationaux212 reported that judicial response to 
GBV reports has declined,213 and that bribery and stigma were common occurrences, with judges 
often blaming the victims.214  

                                                
1 The UN defines GBV as “harmful acts directed at an individual based on their gender,” and notes that GBV “is 
rooted in gender inequality, the abuse of power and harmful norms.” Gender-based Violence, UN REFUGEE 
AGENCY, https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/gender-based-violence.html (last visited Jun. 4, 2022).  
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• Medical and social support resources for women are severely lacking, with only a few select 
health centers offering specialized care for survivors of sexual and GBV.215 Numerous hospital 
closures – including a maternity clinic – due to insecurity and fuel shortages have further limited 
women’s access to health and trauma-related care.216 The closure of the Doctors Without Borders 
(MSF) facility in Cité Soleil217 also affected women’s access to legal resources – lawyers from 
BAI reported that survivors are referred to them from organizations such as MSF.218 

• Maternal mortality rates in Haiti are the highest in the Western hemisphere.219 Reproductive care 
remains extremely difficult to access,220 largely due to the government’s chronic failure to invest 
resources into maternal and reproductive care, and what the UN called a “severe midwifery 
workforce shortage.”221 Security further impacts access.222 Haiti continues to maintain a complete 
ban on abortions.223 Pregnant Haitian women in the Dominican Republic, many of whom are 
undocumented and therefore at risk of arbitrary arrest and expulsion, are disproportionately at risk 
– Haitian women represented 56 percent of maternal deaths in the Dominican Republic in 2022, 
despite accounting for only 30.8 percent of total births.224  

• A report by IJDH, Nègès Mawon and the Global Justice Clinic (GJC) at New York University 
School of Law outlines how the climate crisis disproportionately impacts women in Haiti due to 
their unequal status in society, their reliance on small-scale farming, and their exclusion from 
resilience and recovery planning and responses despite being a powerful resource.225 Climate 
change and natural disasters also increase women’s susceptibility to gender-based violence – 
women and girls who are displaced or whose livelihoods are destroyed by natural disasters are 
exponentially more vulnerable to domestic violence and sexual abuse and exploitation.226 Another 
report by Solidarite Fanm Aysisyèn (Haitian Women’s Solidarity), GJC, and IJDH found that 
government land-grabs – for example, the expropriation of farming land for the creation of free 
trade zones – also disproportionately impacted women, depriving them of their livelihoods and 
contributing to both their economic marginalization and their vulnerability to the impacts of 
climate change.227   

Collapse of economic and social rights 

The social and economic landscape has seen some of the most significant decline since our last update. 
Cost of living has skyrocketed,228 complicating already-limited access to food and water229 and spurring 
protest movements across Haiti.230 The healthcare and education sectors continue to face massive 
problems due to under-resourcing and insecurity.231 Haiti also remains vulnerable to natural disasters and 
extreme weather patterns,232 to which the government has failed to adequately respond or prepare for.233 
Concerns about the quality of international aid and the humanitarian response also persist, with Haitians 
calling for more autonomy and involvement in decision-making.234 The UN Sustainable Development 
Solutions Network found that Haiti was the seventh unhappiest country in the world, largely based on an 
evaluation of the socioeconomic landscape.235 

Economy in decline 

• Inflation, which was at 15.94 percent in 2021, has increased sharply to 25.49 percent so far in 
2022.236 The gourde has depreciated 13 percent since our last update.237 The rise of consumer 
prices in the global market has compounded the issue.238 Everyday consumer products – 
including staples like rice,239 flour,240 sugar,241 powdered milk, and cooking oil – have become 
unaffordable for many.242 This has had a profound impact on Haitians, whose wages have not 
increased to meet the rising cost of living.243 The National Food Security Coordination warns that 
prices may increase further over the summer.244 

• Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is also negatively impacting the price of basic goods, such as oil, 
propane, and food.245 CARDH stresses that the global fuel crisis will likely cause a second 
economic shock in Haiti.246 
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• Insecurity has had a profound impact on the Haitian economy, with protracted incidents of 
violence halting virtually all economic activity for days or weeks at a time.247 Gangs’ control of 
critical fuel infrastructure, compounded by the government’s failure to settle its massive debts 
with oil companies, has prolonged Haiti’s fuel shortage and impacts the movement of goods 
throughout Haiti and critical services and infrastructure.248  

• The lack of economic opportunities for young people is a principal structural driver both of gang 
violence – as gangs recruit young men and boys with no economic alternatives249 – and 
emigration.250  

Workers’ rights violations 

• The Conseil Supérieur des Salaires (Superior Council on Wages), the entity in charge of annually 
analyzing the socioeconomic situation in Haiti and revising the minimum wage accordingly, has 
not increased the minimum wage since July 2019, despite the rising costs of living.251 At the 
beginning of 2022, the minimum wage was just USD $4.50 per eight-hour workday;252 by 
contrast, the most recent estimate of the living wage for garment workers in Haiti, conducted by 
Solidarity Center in April 2019, put the living wage at approximately USD $15.50 per day.253 
After months of protests by workers calling for an increase in wages to approximately USD $13 
per eight-hour work day,254 on February 21 the government finally granted garment workers a 37 
percent wage increase – still less than half what protesters were demanding, and nowhere near a 
living wage.255 Workers have been protesting again since May.256  

• Protesters were met with retaliation from employers, who fired unionists,257 and brutal repression 
from police, who fired tear gas, threw rocks, and even shot at demonstrators – further violating 
workers’ rights to unionize and protest.258  

• The international community bears much responsibility for these rights violations. For example, 
the Caracol Industrial Park, where the wage protests began,259 was conceived and funded by the 
United States and the Inter-American Development Bank.260 Many of the factories that are 
perpetrating workers’ rights abuses are either owned by or supply foreign companies – 62 U.S. 
companies have their clothing manufactured in Haiti, in factories that have been shown year after 
year to be non-compliant with international labor standards.261 

Access to water 

• According to International Action for Human Rights, Haiti is the worst country in the Caribbean 
for access to water.262 Some 3.3 million Haitians do not have access to drinking water,263 with 
advocacy groups warning of an impending water crisis in Haiti.264  

• Haiti’s weakened democracy – particularly the government’s inability to provide basic services265 
– and failures in the international community’s approach to aid are largely to blame for the crisis. 
For example, the gang violence in Croix-des-Bouquets in April and May, which was exacerbated 
by the government’s failure to respond effectively,266 complicated access to drinking water by 
interrupting access for treated water plants and home deliveries.267 The UN’s failure to fulfil its 
promise to improve water, sanitation, and health infrastructure after UN peacekeepers introduced 
cholera to Haiti in 2010268 – particularly egregious in light of its legal obligation to provide 
reparations to victims of the outbreak – has compounded the problem and is a striking example of 
how the international community has failed Haiti.269 

• The lack of access to water has severe consequences for Haitians. Working-class Haitians are 
particularly impacted, with residents in the southern city of Jérémie – parts of which have been 
without drinking water for three years – accusing the National Directorate of Drinking Water of 
discrimination against people from working-class neighborhoods.270 Farmers have lost livestock 
and crops to drought,271 and Haitians’ vulnerability to waterborne diseases has increased.272 
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Access to food 

• Haiti is among the world’s worst ten hunger crises.273 According to the World Food Programme, 
4.5 million Haitians – nearly half the population – are food insecure.274 The overall number is 
expected to increase to 4.6 million by June 2022, with 1.3 million facing extreme food 
insecurity.275 UNICEF reported that in 2021, more than 325,000 Haitian children suffer from 
malnutrition.276 

• The current acute food crisis is a direct result of inflation, rising prices of food and fuel, and the 
increasing intensity of extreme weather events, which destroy crops and kill livestock.277 The war 
in Ukraine has had a further profound impact on global food security, including in Haiti, which 
imports at least 70 percent of its goods.278 In recent years, the Haitian government has 
exacerbated the crisis by expropriating land used for subsistence farming and giving it to 
companies for the production of export goods.279 

• Haiti’s chronic food insecurity, however, is largely a result of decades of irresponsible foreign 
lending that decimated Haiti’s food sovereignty.280 In response, Haitians continue to call for 
international accountability and greater investment into subsistence farming to reinvigorate the 
agricultural sector.281 Anse Rouge, a commune in the Artibonite department whose residents rely 
primarily on subsistence farming, is a particularly salient example of how urgently the 
government and the international community needs to prioritize investment into agriculture and 
small-holder farming – it is one of the areas most impacted by food insecurity, and its residents 
are fleeing or dying.282 

Access to healthcare 

• Several hospitals have been forced to close due to gang violence, including two in Port-au-
Prince283 and the MSF facility in Cité Soleil.284 As a result, MSF head of mission Thierry Goffeau 
noted, “access [to healthcare] will be drastically reduced while the needs are only increasing.”285 
MSF took in over 15,000 trauma cases alone in 2021 – a clear indication of the dire need for 
medical care and improved investment into the health sector.286 Women’s access to healthcare has 
been particularly impacted by the closures: both hospitals that closed in May provide critical 
reproductive health services, and a maternity clinic in Haiti’s southern region was forced to close 
for a week in January after gang members stole its generator, without which it could not treat 
pregnant women and newborns.287 

• Hospitals in Haiti remained chronically under-resourced, largely due to the government’s failure 
to prioritize healthcare spending.288 Sanitary conditions in hospitals have deteriorated, with 
patients forced to pay for access to latex gloves and other supplies.289 Reports indicate that beds at 
the hospital of the State University of Haiti in Port-au-Prince have holes in them and are filled 
with bedbugs, and patients often resort to using plastic bags in the absence of toilets.290  

• Medical personnel have been striking on and off since February to protest insecurity291 and to 
demand better working conditions and increased wages.292 The strikes have impacted Haitians’ 
access to healthcare,293 already difficult due to the insecurity that prevents many people from 
leaving their homes to seek medical attention.294  

• Haiti and the rest of the Caribbean continue to be vulnerable to COVID-19,295 with healthcare 
professionals expressing concern about the physical and mental toll of the pandemic on 
Haitians.296 Haiti has the worst vaccination rate in the Caribbean and Latin America;297 as of 
March 10, 2022, less than two percent of the population was vaccinated.298 The impact of the 
COVID-19 crisis has been magnified by Haiti’s pre-existing institutional deficiencies, including 
the political crisis, earned mistrust of the government, and the government’s failure to invest in 
the healthcare system.299 
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Access to education 

• The government has failed to invest sufficient resources into rebuilding the education sector in 
Haiti’s South after the August 2021 earthquake.300 More than 300,000 children in Haiti are still 
unable to go to school because the buildings were destroyed in the earthquake and have yet to be 
rebuilt.301 

• Insecurity has made access to education incredibly difficult for many – approximately 500,000 
children currently lack access to education as a result of gang violence.302 In May, the Ministry of 
National Education and Professional Training reported 772 schools closed in Croix-des-
Bouquets, 446 in Tabarre, 274 in Cité Soleil, and 200 across Martissant, Fontamara, Centre-Ville, 
and Bas-Delmas due to violence.303 Meanwhile, university students have resorted to sleeping at 
school to avoid having to commute through gang-controlled areas.304  

• Public schools in the Northeast of Haiti are nearly dysfunctional, largely due to lack of 
government investment.305 School operate under deplorable conditions, with classes taking place 
in sheds and teachers routinely receiving only one month’s salary every three months.306 Private 
schools, meanwhile, continue to operate, further driving inequality and deepening the divide 
between those who can afford to pay exorbitant private school fees and those who cannot.307 

Emigration pressures 

• Haiti’s ongoing political, economic, and security crises, fueled by the Haitian government’s 
inability to provide services and address gang violence, continue to force Haitians to seek security 
elsewhere.308 Haitian have increasingly resorted to making the dangerous journey over sea;309 
since October 2021, the U.S. Coast Guard has intercepted approximately 4,500 Haitian migrants 
at sea.310  

• Haitian migrants who make it to places of hoped-for safety continue to be subject to mass 
expulsions311 and racist policies,312 with over 27,000 Haitian migrants returned to Haiti since 
January 2021.313 Many of those being expelled from countries like the United States originally 
emigrated to Brazil or Chile, but were forced to seek refuge elsewhere in recent years by racism 
and severe economic downturns, exacerbated by the inability to obtain immigration documents 
and work permits.314  

• Most expulsions from the United States – which is responsible for about 80 percent of Haitian 
migrant returns315 – have been conducted pursuant to the racist, illegal Title 42 policy,316 which 
experts deem “a clear violation” of Haitians’ right to seek asylum.317  

• The Dominican army continues to employ cruel measures to intercept Haitian individuals at their 
border,318 including building a border fence.319 The Dominican army has also continued targeting 
undocumented pregnant Haitian women – between November 2021 and January 2022, 200-300 
pregnant Haitians were chased, arrested, and expelled from the Dominican Republic.320  

• Haitians are being returned to a “humanitarian nightmare.”321 Returnees are further particularly 
vulnerable to violence and extortion as they often lack social or familial support networks, and 
are explicitly targeted because gang members believe that their friends or family abroad are able 
to pay a significant ransom.322 Humanitarian observers reported that returnees who are flown into 
Port-au-Prince are especially at risk because of the proximity of the airport to gang-controlled 
areas such as Tabarre, Croix-des-Bouquets, La Plaine and Croix-des-Missions. As a result, recent 
surveys indicate that most returnees are likely to flee Haiti again.323 

• Women are increasingly fleeing Haiti alone,324 and face additional risks at every step. During the 
journey, they are vulnerable to sexual assault from smugglers.325 After they are deported to Haiti, 
women and girls are disproportionately in need of specialized trauma services, which are 
extremely difficult to access.326 
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Failure of the international community to respect the rights of Haitians  

The international community bears significant responsibility for the challenges described in this update.327 
Foreign intervention in Haiti’s governance328 and aid policies that failed to respect the rights of Haitians329 
forced Haiti into a neocolonial cycle of debt and aid dependence and laid the foundations for the current 
crisis.330 An especially egregious example, which recent reporting concludes cost Haiti between USD $21 
billion and USD $115 billion in growth and social investment, was an immense “debt” forcefully imposed 
by France for the freedom Haitians won from enslavement and colonialism.331  

When foreign assistance is provided in collaboration with Haitians and in a manner that is accountable, 
transparent and sustainable, foreign engagement can be a positive – but the presumption of knowing 
better than Haitians is not. The extent to which past aid has reflected a deeply flawed approach is evident 
in how little it has accomplished: despite USD $13 billion of foreign aid since 2010,332 many Haitians 
affected by the 2010 earthquake still lack permanent, safe housing.333 Another striking illustration of 
ongoing international interference disguised as good intentions is the persistent support for de facto Prime 
Minister Henry and the PHTK regime from the United States and the broader international community.334 
Haitians and their allies are not asking for the international community to endorse any particular party or 
initiative or to oppose one; rather, they ask external actors to stop trying to direct Haiti’s political 
transition and instead to center Haitian majority perspectives in dialogues about Haiti’s future.335 At the 
same time, proposed solutions that focus on security in isolation from governance do not consider the 
complexity of and cannot hope to solve Haiti’s intersecting crises.336 The international community should 
therefore be very careful about how it chooses to assist and ensure that it does so in a way that centers 
Haitian rights, civil society perspectives, and best practices.  

Two recent pieces of U.S. legislation offer some hope of a shift towards a rights-based framework. The 
2022 U.S. Appropriations Act,337 which emphasizes the need for either genuinely free and fair elections 
or the installation of a broadly representative transitional government, is an important reflection of 
bipartisan Congressional opinion that the Biden administration needs to stop propping up the de facto 
Henry government. A report on the Moïse investigation required by the Appropriations Act, due on June 
13, will be a good litmus test.338 The inclusion on April 1 of Haiti as a partner country in the U.S. Global 
Fragility Act339 – which emphasizes participatory political solutions and the promotion of local 
perspectives over external pressure – is another important opportunity for the Biden administration to end 
neocolonialist policies.340  

Finally, the international community, whose extractive and interventionalist policies are at the root of so 
many of Haiti’s challenges, must itself accept responsibility for violations of Haitians’ human rights and 
take steps to ensure redress for victims. The UN has an obligation to take responsibility and provide 
redress for harms perpetrated by UN peacekeepers, including the 2010 cholera outbreak341 and sexual 
exploitation and abuse of women and girls.342 France likewise has an obligation to pay Haiti restitution for 
the immense and illegal debt it imposed at Haiti’s hard-won independence.343 BINUH, whose mandate 
expires on July 15, 2022 and is currently undergoing review,344 has persisted in supporting de facto Prime 
Minister Henry, even as it refuses to criticize his regime’s rampant repression and corruption.345 The 
renewal of BINUH’s mandate will only be helpful to Haitians if the mission lives up to its own human 
rights obligations and is run by human rights professionals insulated from political pressure by the U.S. 
government and Henry regime.346 As the UN mechanism tasked with supporting human rights in Haiti, 
BINUH should adopt a rights-based approach that sees Haitians as rights-holders rather than charity 
cases. In doing so, it should seriously engage with the UN’s – and the broader international community’s 
– lack of accountability for the harms it has perpetrated on Haitians.    
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